Here we study the pattern of amino acid pair interchanges at spatially, locally conserved regions in globally dissimilar and unrelated proteins. By using a method which completely separates the amino-acid sequence from its respective structure, this work addresses the question of which properties of the amino acids are the most crucial for the stability of conserved structural motifs. The proteins are taken from a structurally non-redundant dataset. The spatially conserved substructural motifs are de ned as consisting of a \large enough" number of C 's found to provide a geometric match between two proteins, regardless of the order of the C 's in the sequence, or of the sequence composition of the substructures. This approach can apply to proteins with little or no sequence similarity but with su cient structural similarity, and is unique in its ability to handle local, non-topological matches between pairs of dissimilar proteins. The method uses a computer-vision based algorithm, the geometric hashing. Since the geometric hashing ignores sequence information it lends itself to answer the question posed above.
Introduction
In the last two decades 3-dimensional structures of protein molecules have been compared in many ways. These comparisons provided a wealth of information by nding 3D substructural motifs which are composed of di erent amino acids in geometrically similar positions. A unique approach for structural comparisons, based on computer vision techniques called Geometric Hashing, has been recently implemented (Nussinov & Wolfson, 1991; Bachar et al., 1993; Fischer et al., 1994) . It provides, for the rst time, 3-dimensional sequence-order-independent structural motifs that are chosen purely by geometric criteria, by a method which does not take the linear order of the sequence or the sequence itself into account. We have studied the pattern of amino acid substitutions at the same geometric locations within these 3D motifs, obtained by comparing a structurally nonredundant dataset of proteins.
The derivation of the costs which would be incurred for amino acids substitutions during sequence alignment, have been largely (PAM matrices (Dayho et al., 1978; Jones et al., 1992) , BLO-SUM matrices (Heniko & Heniko , 1992) , or the Gonnet et al. matrix (Gonnet et al., 1992) ), though not entirely (Pro le matrices (Luthy et al., 1991; Overington et al., 1992; Johnson et al., 1993) ), sequence-order based. See (Vogt et al., 1995) for an overview of many of these matrices. Closely related (PAM) or locally similar (BLOSUM) sequences were aligned, and the frequencies of amino acid pair substitutions were derived. Pro le matrices also employed sequence-order based alignments, but considered the conformational environments of the amino acids as well. To derive the substitution costs, one routinely starts by aligning amino acid sequences. The mismatches are subsequently counted. Frequent ones are assumed to be more favorable, as these mutations are more tolerated. Inspection of the frequencies of the substitutions reveals a general correlation with the physico-chemical properties of the amino acids. Amino acid pairs which are observed to interchange frequently, belong to the same class. Indeed, the classical Dayho tables displaying the more/less favorable trends have been divided into aromatic amino acids, hydrophobic, basic, acid/acid-amide and the other hydrophilic types. Although for speci c amino acids within these classes the strength of the trends di ers, a general overall correlation is observed.
All of these methods have to deal with two questions, namely, how to align initially the amino acid sequences, and how to handle gaps. Di erent methods employ di erent solutions. The problem of gaps is quite severe when distantly related sequences are compared. The PAM matrices have been derived from families of closely related sequences, while the BLOSUM matrices-series have been derived from locally similar sequence-stretches, where gaps are disallowed. Even the matrices which were derived with the structural environment taken into account (such as the Pro le matrices, (Luthy et al., 1991; Overington et al., 1992; Johnson et al., 1993) ) were constructed from alignments of the sequences belonging to secondary structure elements, disallowing insertions/deletions in their midst.
It is far more di cult to derive amino acid pair substitutions from distantly related proteins, where the sequence similarity can be quite low, but local structural similarity can exist. Under such circumstances, aligning the protein sequences can be quite di cult. One way to overcome this di culty and to derive substitution penalties, uses the amino acid contact energies (Miyazawa & Jernigan, 1993) . This, entirely 3-dimensional based approach, starts by evaluating the energy of the native protein structure. Every amino acid in each of the examined native structures is subsequently being replaced by all other amino acids, with the energies estimated for each exchanged amino acid{ amino acid pairs. This process is repeated for all positions, where the amino acid in each position is substituted by all other 19 amino acids, and the extent of the increase (or decrease) in energy is noted. From these energies and the codon frequencies, the penalties of all 200 possible substitutions are calculated. Comparison of the results obtained from this amino acid contact-based procedure with the PAM sequence-order based substitution penalties reveals surprisingly good agreement. This could be the outcome of the fact that the contact-based interchanges are calculated when allowing only one amino acid substitution at a time. This is equivalent to a small number of changes between the native and its mutant proteins. In this sense, the contact based amino acid substitution penalties do not treat the general case of structural similarity without a corresponding sequence similarity.
Another structural approach which superimposes the C atoms of structurally similar proteins was employed by Risler et al. (Risler et al., 1988) . There, a small set of very similar proteins, in the global sense, from the same family (32 proteins, grouped into 11 families) were compared.
The approach presented in this work considers proteins with little or no sequence similarity but, still, with su cient local structural similarity, which is not necessarily topological. It is based strictly on the structure information, i.e., on the atomic coordinates. Three-dimensional protein structures are compared in the quest for substructural similarity. We do not require the proteins to be similar in their entirety. When the coordinates of a \large enough" number of C 's are found to match geometrically between two proteins, the amino acids that occupy similar positions in these structures are noted. These pairs of amino acids are used for the derivation of the substitutions. Thus, unlike the sequence-order based approaches which rst align the sequences of related proteins to maximize identity (or similarity) and minimize di erences, and subsequently derive the frequencies of amino acid substitutions, here the alignment is strictly coordinate-based, taken from dissimilar structures. It is only in subsequent stages that the amino acid type is taken into account. Since the comparisons are purely geometric, they are independent of the sequence connectivity. That is, the comparisons are not hampered by the typical obstacles of sequence-order based approaches, namely, insertions and deletions. This approach can thus handle both similar as well as divergent sequences, where similar structures or local substructures can in principle be obtained for rather di erent sequences (Doolittle, 1994) .
Inspection of the interchanges at geometrically similar positions that were obtained using our novel, computer-vision based methodology, reveals that amino acids having di erent physico-chemical properties are grouped separately, implying that the trends in amino acid interchanges in the 3-dimensional motifs of unrelated proteins are similar to those observed in proteins having similar sequences. However, the separations here are more pronounced. Most notable is the clean separation into hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues. Further inspection of our results reveals some interesting and unexpected di erences compared to Dayho 's matrix (Dayho et al., 1978) and other sequence-based matrices. Since our method ignores sequence information and is based only on the C coordinates, it is possible to infer the additional information one can gain from structure which can not be obtained from sequence alone.
The body of the paper is organized in two parts: Section 2 explains the principles of the Geometric Hashing technique and of the matrix derivation, the parameters which we have used and the type of dataset which we collected for the derivation. Section 3 outlines the major attributes of the amino acid pair interchanges and provides plausible explanations for them, based on the structural properties of proteins.
2 Methods -Derivation of the Amino-Acid Pair Interchanges
Overview of the Geometric Hashing technique
Geometric Hashing is a pattern recognition technique originally developed for computer vision applications (Lamdan et al., 1990) . It detects common patterns in a pair of geometric objects without a prior de nition of the sought patterns (in computer vision this allows detection of a partially occluded object in a cluttered scene). This technique is especially e cient for comparisons of 3-dimensional geometric objects (e.g. 3-D atomic coordinates of a protein molecule) to a database of such objects (Nussinov & Wolfson, 1991) . We have recently applied it to comparisons of protein structures (Fischer et al., 1994) . For completeness, here we give a short overview of its principles. The essential aspect to note is that a protein molecule is viewed as a collection of points (atoms, in our case the C atoms) in space. The connectivity between the C atoms is entirely disregarded, making it a sequence-order independent structural comparison technique. The coordinates of the C atoms are redundantly represented in many, transformation invariant, reference frames. Only after a \large enough" number of matched C atoms between two proteins in some reference frame is detected, the least squares and the transformation superimposing the matched pairs are computed.
This, rst stage, produces \seed matches", which are collections of matched C atom pairs between the two proteins. Seed matches having similar transformations are subsequently clustered, and the transformations are recomputed. This new transformation is applied to the entire protein, and C pairs, one from each of the proteins, which lie close enough to each other are added to the match. This last stage is the \extension" stage. Hence, the algorithm has three stages: the initial stage which produces \seed matches", the clustering of similar transformations, and nally the extension of seed matches into larger matches. An example of a local, sequence-order independent three-dimensional match between two unrelated proteins, that was detected automatically by the geometric hashing algorithm, is the similarity between trypsin and subtilisin. The match contains residues from the active sites, and is shown in detail in Fischer et al. (Fischer et al., 1994) . This technique is highly e cient, and on average an actual pair-wise comparison of two proteins takes only about 4-10 seconds on a Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation (IP22 mips), depending on the parameters.
A database of non-redundant protein structures
A dataset of structurally non-redundant representative proteins from the PDB has been used in this study. This dataset contains 257 protein structures, out of the approximately 2300 structures available at the time (April '93) in the databank. In order to produce the dataset for this study, we rst generate the C chains from the PDB. Duplicates, and very similar chains are weeded out, using a heuristic iterative clustering algorithm, and the remaining structures undergo several cycles of the geometric hashing, sequence-order independent matching. The thresholds for considering proteins to be highly similar are gradually relaxed, to reduce the number of accepted structures in the dataset. The details of the procedure for constructing the dataset, and the clustered protein families from which a single representative is chosen, have been described elsewhere (Fischer et al., 1995) . The list of these non-redundant protein chains used in the present study is included in Appendix A. To generate the amino acid pair interchanges, all protein chains in the dataset are compared to each other. As the proteins compared can be globally structurally dissimilar, the matches are relatively small and partial. This comparison is also carried out with the geometric hashing algorithm, although di erent thresholds are allowed in the matching procedure. Top scoring matches have been used for the derivation of the amino acid pair-wise interchanges. We have experimented over a relatively wide range of parameters that control the size of a match and how \good" it is, in order to evaluate the sensitivity of our results to this parameterization. While the extent of the trends varied, the trends themselves were consistently observed, showing the results to be quite robust and relatively independent of the parameterization.
Deriving the Substitution Matrix
The amino acids pair interchanges are represented by a symmetric 20 20 matrix (known in the literature as a substitution matrix). This matrix is developed from a set of structural matches, obtained by comparing all pairs of proteins in the set of the 257 non-redundant structures described above. Let P be this set. Each comparison between a protein P A 2 P and a protein P B 2 P yields a list L AB of matches. A match is a subset of residues A a 1 ; A a 2 ; : : : ; A a k from protein P A and residues B b 1 ; B b 2 ; : : : ; B b k from protein P B . Note that the sequence positions in the match a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : a k and b 1 ; b 2 ; : : : b k need not necessarily be monotone, that is, it is possible that a i < a j but b i > b j . The match implies only that the 3-dimensional coordinates of residues A a 1 ; A a 2 ; : : : ; A a k and of B b 1 ; B b 2 ; : : : ; B b k are geometrically similar upon superposition, where the similarity is de ned by a set of geometric parameters. Also note that the similarity is purely geometric, and does not depend on the sequence composition of the match (which is not even provided to the geometric hashing program). Two di erent matches in a list L AB may overlap partially. (Altschul, 1991) . This quantity is calculated as follows:
We have performed this entire computation several times, by varying three geometric parameters that control the size of a match, and how \good" it is. We obtained ve di erent matrices M 1 ; M 2 ; M 3 ; M 4 and M 5 .
The Parameters
We have conducted ve di erent trials with ve di erent sets of parameters, which are shown in Table 1 and obtained, for each trial, the frequencies Q(i)'s, S, the counts C(i; j)'s and the distribution of match sizes. From them, we derived the corresponding ve matrices M 1 ; M 2 ; M 3 ; M 4 and M 5 .
The geometric hashing algorithm accepts as inputs a set of parameters which are used to guide the selection of signi cant matches from random matches between any pair of proteins. We varied three of these parameters, d max ; S min ; L best , within a reasonable range (Fischer et al., 1994 ) (see Table 1 ). d max (in A) is the largest distance between the origin of the reference frame to any of the C coordinates in the seed match A a 1 ; A a 2 ; : : :; A a k ; Hence, with a larger d max of a seed match we can nd matches with spheres of larger diameters around the geometric center of the match after the extension stage. We used the values d max = 10; 15; 20 A. S min a ects the sensitivity of nding a match: it requires that a match contains at least S min pairs in order to be considered a seed match in the initial stage of the algorithm. Finally, the comparison of a protein P A with P B yields a list of matches, sorted by their size (number of pairs); the top L best matches are kept for the analysis.
The value of L best drastically a ects S, the total number of pair interchanges. With our parameters, S ranges from 1.8 million pairs to 35.6 million pairs. This number is particularly large in comparison to all previous studies of amino acid interchanges, with the exception of Heniko & Heniko and Gonnet et al. (Heniko & Heniko , 1992; Gonnet et al., 1992) . For example, the data of Dayho (Dayho et al., 1978) consisted of 1572 interchanges, Jones et al. (Jones et al., 1992) accumulated 60,000 interchanges, Overington et al. (Overington et al., 1992) used 90,000 pairwise residue substitutions, Johnson et al. (Johnson et al., 1993) obtained 240,000 and Luthy, McLachlan & Eisenberg reported less than 40,000 (Luthy et al., 1991, Fig 2) . The contact-energy matrix (Miyazawa & Jernigan, 1993) was compiled from 18,200 residue-residue contacts and the one in Risler et al. (Risler et al., 1988) used 2860 substitutions. BLOSUM matrices, however, were built from 1 to 15 million pairs (Heniko & Heniko , 1992) , which is of the order of the total number of pair interchanges in our study. Like our approach, BLOSUM matrices were derived from local motifs (sequence motifs in the case of BLOSUM matrices, and structural, non-sequential motifs in our case). These local motifs may overlap, resulting in a similar order of magnitude of pair interchanges. The number of substitutions in Gonnet et al. (Gonnet et al., 1992) is not explicitly reported, though it is probably in the order of millions as well.
Examples of Spatially Conserved Motifs
To illustrate the types of matches used in our study, we analyze below three examples which were obtained by comparing the structure of the TIM protein (triosephosphate isomerase, PDB entry 5tim), an alpha/beta TIM barrel fold, to three other proteins: an immunoglobulin (PDB entry 1mcoh), an enolase (PDB entry 4enl) and a globin protein (PDB entry 1eca). These examples show the matches resulting from a comparison of a typical = protein with (i) an all protein, (ii) an another = protein and (iii) an all protein. For this purpose we picked the best match that the Geometric Hashing algorithm outputs in the above comparisons. The matches are depicted in Figure 1 .
The comparison of a TIM barrel with an immunoglobulin fold produces a match containing 33 residues. The match basically maps the 7 strands of the TIM protein (strands number 1-7) to 7 strands in the immunoglobulin. There are 22 matched residue pairs when both matched residues from the two proteins belong to strands, no matched pairs of residues belonging to helices, and 2 pairs when one residue belongs to a helix and its corresponding matching one to a strand.
The comparison of a TIM barrel with another TIM barrel produces a match containing 36 residues. The match maps strands 1-8 of the TIM to strands 8, 1-7 of the enolase, and helix 2A to helix 5 respectively. There are 28 matched pairs of residues when both are within strands, 5 matched pairs of residues with both within helices, and no pairs of a helix residue matched with a strand residue. The match consists mostly of the core of the barrels.
The comparison of a TIM barrel with a hemoglobin produces a match containing 26 residues. The match maps helices 4A and 5A of the TIM to helices B and G of hemoglobin. There are 23 matched pairs of residues both within helices, no matched pairs of residues both within strands, and 1 pair of a helix residue and a strand residue.
Hence, these matches exemplify that the \spatially conserved motifs" are typically compact super-secondary structures. We note that the orientation of the matched helices and strands vary. A schematic representation of the matches is provided in Figure 1 .
The Relative Entropy of the Matrix
The relative entropy between a target distribution Q ij and a background distribution P ij is de ned to be H(P; Q) = P i;j Q ij logfQ ij =P ij g. It measures how \far" is the target distribution Q ij from the background P ij .
H(M) = P i;j ObsFreq i;j M i;j = P i;j ObsFreq i;j log 2 n ObsFreq i;j ExpFreq i;j o , the relative entropy of the matrix M, measures the relative entropy of the observed against the expected frequencies. Altschul (Altschul, 1991) introduced this measure as a tool to evaluate scores of alignments that are obtained from substitution matrices, and computed the relative entropy of various PAM matrices (at di erent PAM's or extent of substitutions). Heniko and Heniko (Heniko & Heniko , 1992) computed these values for the BLOSUM matrices, as a function of sequence identity within the motifs that were used to construct the matrix. Intuitively, H measures the average information available per position to distinguish a signi cant match from one that occurs by chance. Hence, higher values of H correspond to a better ability to di erentiate between random and signi cant matches. The relative entropies H(M) of our ve matrices are given in Table 1 . Examination of these values reveals that:
(i) H(M) is inversely correlated with S, the number of pair interchanges. Recall that S is a function of the geometric parameters that control the geometric t of a match. Hence, the matrix that uses the smallest number of pair interchanges and uses the most conserved structural matches (among all other matrices) has the highest relative entropy. This is consistent with the relative entropy values of the BLOSUM matrices: the H(M) values of the BLOSUM matrices are inversely correlated with the percent sequence similarity required for a match.
(ii) The relative entropy values of our matrices are very low: they correspond to a PAM distance greater than 350, and to about 30% clustering (sequence identity) in the BLOSUM matrices. Again, this is consistent, since our method (by using the non-redundant dataset) intentionally removes proteins with similar structures and obtains the structural motifs only from those that are relatively divergent, or dissimilar. This stands in sharp contrast to the Dayho method, where only closely related sequences were compared.
The ve matrices M 1 ; : : : ; M 5 di er in their relative entropies. Nevertheless, qualitatively they show essentially the same trends (these common properties will be described throughout, and demonstrated by M 1 ). In order to exclude the possibility that the low entropy is a result of matches which have occurred by chance, we have done a \halving" test; namely, we randomly split the dataset of proteins into two sets, and obtained the two corresponding matrices, one from each subset of the proteins. These two matrices are very similar to each other, and to the ones obtained from the entire set of proteins. We computed the vectorr of correlation coe cients between the two matrices in the following way: for each amino acid A i , r i is the correlation coe cient between the i th row of the rst matrix and the i th row of the second matrix (the i th row is the vector of replacement values between A i and all other amino acids). 
Composition of Matches
The data collected at each trial consists of a large number of matches. We compute the frequencies of occurrence of the twenty amino acids Q 1 ; Q 2 ; : : : Q 20 in the spatially conserved matches; these are the actual frequencies, averaged over the ve di erent trials. We also compute the frequencies of occurrence of the twenty amino acids in the dataset of 257 proteins which we used; these are the background frequencies B 1 ; : : :B 20 . Consequently, the background frequencies are roughly the frequencies of the amino acids in the entire protein universe. Clearly, the two sets of frequencies are not the same, as the composition of spatially conserved regions in proteins is not the same as the composition of the entire protein sequence. In Figure 2 we display the quantity Q i =B i (i = 1; : : : ; 20) for each amino acid. This quantity is greater (smaller) than 1 if the amino acid is over (under) represented in the conserved substructural motifs. These frequencies are compared with those abstracted from the PAM mutation data of Dayho (see Table 22 in (Dayho et al., 1978) ).
The over-represented amino acids in the substructural motifs (for which Q i =B i 1:2) are Ile, Leu, Met, Phe, and Val, the hydrophobic residues. The under-represented amino acids (for which Q i =B i 0:8) are Asn, Glu, Asp, Pro and Lys, the charged and polar. Since hydrophobic residues typically occupy the interior of proteins, and since polar/charged and Pro are typically on the protein surface, we conclude that most of the spatially conserved matches in our dataset come from the interior parts of proteins.
We have performed a similar analysis on the distribution of amino acids in the mutation data that was used by Dayho to construct the PAM matrices. In the PAM mutation data of Dayho , the over-represented amino acids are Cys, His, and Lys; whereas the under-represented amino acids are Asp, Ile, Met, and Trp. Observe that the groups of over and under represented amino acids in the Dayho data do not have consistent chemical/physical characteristics; they are neither strictly hydrophobic, nor charged or aromatic, unlike in our dataset of matches. This also shows that our matrices were derived from data that is clearly di erent from that of the mutation data used by Dayho . Figure 2 summarizes these di erences.
In analyzing a large portion of the matches which we used for this study (1:13 10 6 out of 1:86 10 6 amino acid pairs) we observed that the residues in these matches are evenly distributed between -helices and -strands (0:95 10 6 in helices, 1:05 10 6 in strands; the rest of the 0:26 10 6 residues do not have a secondary structure assignment). Hence, there is no prior bias to residues which are within one secondary structure or another. Also, 0:67 10 6 residues were located at the protein surface, and 1:6 10 6 were in the interior (residues were classi ed as surface residues if their accessible surface area was above 20% of the extended Gly{X{Gly, with X the amino acid in question (Shrake & Rupley, 1973) ). To conclude the characterization of the spatially-conserved substructural motifs, we show in Figure 3 the distribution of the sizes of the motifs in our dataset. These are distributed normally around the mean of 40 residues.
Results and Discussion
This section describes the interesting attributes of the amino acid pair interchanges within the spatially conserved substructures. Unless stated otherwise, they were observed in all ve matrices, although possibly not to the same extent. We interpret our results in view of the widely accepted notion that charged residues and loop regions are placed preferably on protein surfaces, although they may occupy the interior as well. We demonstrate our ndings with matrix M 1 .
Clustering into Two Major Groups
The pairwise substitution values in a substitution matrix de ne a partition of the amino acids into families in a natural way: substitutions within a family are likely to occur; whereas between di erent families they happen rarely.
We derive the clustering of amino acids into families from the substitution values in our matrices.
This clustering is uniform throughout the ve matrices M 1 {M 5 . This implies a clear partition of the twenty amino acids into two groups. The rst group, Ile, Val, Leu, Phe, Met, Tyr, Trp, Cys and Ala, contains the hydrophobic and aromatic residues, and Cys. The second group contains the rest, namely Lys, Glu, Arg, Gln, Asp, Asn, Pro, Gly, Thr, Ser and His, that is the charged, polar, acid/acid-amide and hydrophilic residues. We note that Ala does not show a strong a nity to either of the groups. This clustering generally agrees with the traditional clustering based on the chemical and physical properties of amino acids. Hence, the replaceability of di erent amino acids in structurally similar motifs is governed, as expected, mainly by chemical and physical considerations (charge/polarity/aromaticity/hydrophobicity). This grouping is well demonstrated by Figure 4 , in which the rows and columns of the matrix M 1 were permuted according to this grouping: with the exception of Ala, all interchanges between residues within the same group are non-negative, whereas all interchanges between residues from two di erent groups are non-positive. This phenomenon occurs for all of our matrices. Such a striking division is not demonstrated in the PAM (250) matrix (see Appendix B), nor in BLOSUM (62). This division into two clear groups is obtained automatically, through the nearest-neighbor clustering procedure. This procedure attempts to cluster the residues, based on their pairwise (non-diagonal) values in the matrix, in an iterative natural way. Initially, every residue constitutes a cluster of its own. At every iteration, the largest value between any two residues which are not in the same cluster is found, and the corresponding clusters are merged into a single one. When this clustering procedure is applied to our data, the above grouping is found, regardless of the matrix that was used. This is not the case for alanine { its values do not show to which group it belongs.
Further Re nement of the Clusters
The nearest-neighbor clustering reveals a more re ned grouping, depicted in Figure 5( (Taylor, 1986) in his non-standard classi cation of amino-acid conservation. Also noted there is the special role of Pro, Gly]. Moreover, in the circular schematic representation of aminoacid relationships of (Swanson, 1984) , Pro, Gly] are arranged closer to Asp, Asn] than to Arg, Lys, Glu, Gln], which is consistent with our ndings. Interestingly, the unexpected relationship between these three groups ( Pro, Gly], Asp, Asn], and Arg, Lys, Glu, Gln]) exists, though in an indirect way, in Dayho 's mutation values. However, a much more elaborate synthesis of Dayho 's mutation data and incorporation of physical data (Swanson, 1984; Taylor, 1986 ) is needed in order to extract this behavior, which is clearly revealed by our matrix.
The subgrouping of the second group puts the hydrophobic residues Ile, Leu, Val, Phe] strongly together and Cys], Met], Tyr] and Trp] each by itself. We nd that if one groups amino acids into families, and represents their interchangeability pattern among the families within structurally conserved regions while maintaining the 3D conformation, then the present grouping is suggested. It is represented in Figure 5 (b):`+' represents a highly favorable interchange,`{' represents a highly unfavorable one, and`0' represents interchanges which occur approximately by chance. Figure 6 exhibits the minimum and the maximumsubstitution values for each amino acid against all other amino acids (excluding the diagonal). The plot is remarkably symmetric: those amino acids that have particularly high inclination to be substituted by some other amino acid, particularly dislike to be replaced by some other. Inspection of the plot reveals that amino acids showing these strong (or weak) trends belong to similar classes, i.e. Arg, Lys, Glu, Gln], Asp, Asn], Pro, Gly] and Ile, Leu, Val, Phe].
Conservation Among Amino-Acids
The conservation of amino acid A i is measured by the diagonal value M i;i : the larger M i;i the more conserved is the amino acid. Figure 7 shows the diagonal values. Besides Cys, the most highly conserved residues (Pro, Lys, Gly, Asp, Glu) are those which occur frequently on the surfaces of proteins. The most conserved amino acid in the dataset of spatially conserved motifs is proline. This is probably indicative of the special role that Pro plays in serving as a helix breaker, and often occuring in turns. Gly tends to occur in turns as well and, owing to its small size, cannot easily be replaced by a larger amino acid. Therefore, it is also highly conserved. Lys, Glu and Asp are charged amino acids, often sticking out into the solvent. It is interesting to note that Arg, which is also charged, is not among the most highly conserved residues. The positive charge of Arg is distributed among three nitrogen groups; it occurs more frequently in the interior of the proteins, compared to Lys. This interpretation of higher conservation of Lys compared to Arg is also consistent with the fact that Lys is more conserved than Glu and Asp, although to a lesser extent. For both of the latter two amino acids, the negative charge is distributed over the two oxygens of the carboxylic group. Indeed, Lys is more frequently found on protein surfaces than Arg. That Arg tends to occur more often than Lys in the interior of proteins is usually re ected in hydrophobicity scales such as that of Miyazawa and Jernigan (Miyazawa & Jernigan, 1985) . We also note that Arg tends to interchange more often with Lys or Glu than to be conserved. Hence, it is possible that there is a disadvantage to Arg as compared with Lys or Glu at speci c locations, where charge is a crucial attribute. On the other hand, Arg frequently occurs in active sites of enzymes, where its side chain can form multiple interactions with the ligand.
The second most conserved residue is Cys, which often contributes to the stability of protein structure through the disul de bridges it forms. The hydrophobic amino acids, which are typically found in the interior of proteins and are involved in non-speci c hydrophobic interactions, and the polar (Ser, Thr, Tyr, and His), are among the least conserved. The charged amino-acids are highly conserved, regardless of the type of charge. To summarize, a strong correlation between certain residue types and their conservation is observed.
A very distinct behavior in mutability and conservation is re ected by other mutation matrices (PAM, BLOSUM matrices, energy-contact matrices). There, for example, Trp is by far the most conserved residue, whereas in our matrix of substructural motifs, it has a mid-range value. As noted by Taylor (Taylor, 1986) , the high conservation of Gly, Pro, Glu and Asp (which were obtained automatically in our ndings) is not accounted for by Dayho 's mutation data and needs to be added to re ect structural considerations.
Substitutions Among Charged Amino Acids.
Our matrix shows that replacing a charged amino acid (Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys) with another charged amino acid is always favorable, regardless of the type of charge. This seems surprising at rst glance. Indeed, in \traditional" matrices, replacing a positively charged with a negatively charged amino acid is unfavorable. Figure 8 shows the corresponding matrix values in various other matrices: Dayho 's PAM250, BLOSUM 62, Gonnet et al., Miyazawa-Jernigan's contact energies matrix (Miyazawa & Jernigan, 1993) and two Pro le matrices (inside-other and outside-other, (Luthy et al., 1991) , where \other" refers to an environment which is neither an -helix nor a -strand).
A plausible interpretation of this phenomenon is that the change in net charge, implied by such a negative-positive replacement, occurs at the surface in contact with water molecules. Hence, an interchange between a positive and negatively charged amino acid, where they occupy a similar position in space, can be tolerated by a rearrangement of the solvent and counter-ions. Correlated changes in salt bridges{ion pairs might also be implied, although the number of salt bridges in proteins is rather low.
Conclusions
We have obtained structure-based amino acid substitution matrices and analyzed them. The novelty of these matrices is that we are able to look at trends of occurrences and replacements of single amino acids in conformationally conserved environments. These conserved local environments, which we call motifs, are de ned solely by geometric criteria derived from the C coordinates. They were obtained by comparing many pairs of structurally dissimilar protein structures using the geometrichashing technique. Using this technique, sequence information and connectivity were completely ignored, and the problem of gaps did not arise. Our method is robust to the choice of the geometric parameters used in the comparisons of the structures.
We conclude that, as expected, the replacement of di erent amino acids in such structurally similar motifs is governed mainly by chemical and physical considerations. In particular, a clean separation between hydrophobic (Ile, Val, Leu, Phe, Met, Tyr, Trp, Cys) and hydrophilic (Lys, Glu, Arg, Gln, Asp, Asn, Pro, Gly, Thr, Ser and His) residues was obtained. Alanine does not manifest a clear behavior. Unlike the hydrophobics, the hydrophilic residues are further separated into subgroups, most notably the Pro and Gly.
Our pair interchanges were calculated and analyzed based on information theoretical grounds. Their information content is extremely low { about 1/50th to 1/100th the level of average mutual information per residue found in substitution matrices that are derived from sequence-or structurebased alignments of homologous sequences. The low entropy, as well as some initial experiments that we carried out, indicate that our matrix does not perform well when used as a general purpose scoring matrix in database searches for homologies among sequences. This low entropy implies that the positions of the C carbons alone are not informative enough, aside from the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity classi cation. Still, it is possible, however, that the side chains provide additional structural information which is not implicit in the sequence alone. The clean separation between hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues reinforces the observation made by Yue and Dill (Yue & Dill, 1992) and Huang et al. (Huang et al., 1995) that simple division into hydrophobic and polar residues may be su cient to achieve a high success rate in ranking lattice models and in assessing native folds.
We systematically compared our spatial patterns of interchanges with other previously published substitution matrices which were derived from sequence information (PAM (Dayho et al., 1978) , BLOSUM (Heniko & Heniko , 1992) , (Gonnet et al., 1992) ), substitution matrices derived from pairwise contact energies in proteins (Miyazawa & Jernigan, 1993) and pro le matrices (Luthy et al., 1991; Overington et al., 1992; Johnson et al., 1993) . The high conservation of surface amino acids, and the frequent interchanges among charged amino acids regardless of their type, are unique to our structural (geometric) pair interchanges.
The goal of this work has been to indicate which properties of the residues are the most crucial for the stability of the conserved structural motifs. A method like the one used here, which completely disregards sequence information and relies strictly on geometric criteria, is ideally suited to carry out such an investigation. fold, to three other proteins: (I) an immunoglobulin, an all-fold (PDB entry 1mcoh), (II) an enolase, an / fold (PDB entry 4enl) and (III) a globin protein, an all-fold (PDB entry 1eca). The numbers at the top of the boxes represent the residue numbers of the corresponding matched regions. Within the boxes the secondary structure is speci ed: \s" -for a strand, \h" -for a helix. In the immunoglobulin, H1 or H2 is the sheet ID. For some cases, the orientation of one of the matched regions is reversed, and this is marked by the letter \R" at the bottom of the box. While in example (II), the strands of TIM are matched with the strands of enolase with a one-strand displacement (i.e. s1 is matched with s8, s2 with s1 etc.), the undisplaced superposition (i.e. s1 with s1 etc.) is also obtained, though with a lower ranking. This is due to the sequence-independent nature of the Geometric-Hashing technique. (a) The striped bars plot, for every amino acid A i (i = 1; : : : ; 20), the ratio Q i =B i : where Q i is the frequency of A i in our dataset of substructural motifs, and B i is the background frequency of the same amino acid in the entire set of proteins which we used. This quantity is greater (smaller) than 1 if the amino acid is over (under) represented in the spatially conserved motifs. These frequencies are compared with those abstracted from the PAM mutation data: the blank bars give the similar ratio for the mutation data used by Dayho , where the Q i 's are taken from Dayho (Dayho et al., 1978, Table 22 ). (b) A summary of the data; the cuto for over and under representation is at 1.2 and 0.8, respectively. by 50 and truncating them. Actual counts of the pair interchanges from which M has been derived is available upon request (from dnaor@math.tau.ac.il). The rows and columns of the matrix are permuted to re ect the two major groups into which the 20 amino acids fall. The matrix clearly distinguishes between amino acids which are frequently located on the protein surface (Lys, Glu, Arg, Gln, Asp, Asn, Pro, Gly, Thr, Ser and His), and those that are typically found in the interior (Ile, Val, Leu, Phe, Met, Tyr, Trp, Cys and Ala) . Except for Ala, all interchanges within each group are favorable (i.e. their corresponding score is non-negative), and all interchanges between amino acids from di erent groups are unfavorable (i.e. their corresponding score is non-positive). This clustering is much more pronounced than the one exhibited by other matrices (for example, PAM 250, see Appendix B). These values measure the conservation of the amino acids, where a larger value re ect higher conservation. The most conserved amino acid is proline. Besides Cys, the highly conserved residues (Pro, Lys, Gly, Asp, Glu) are those which occur frequently on the surfaces of proteins, due to their special role in stabilizing the protein structure. The second most conserved residue is Cys. Arg is not one of the most highly conserved residues. Among the least conserved are the polar amino acids (Ser, Thr, Tyr, His). A very distinct behavior in mutability and conservation is re ected by other mutation matrices such as BLOSUM and PAM. (Dayho et al., 1978) , (c) Heniko and Heniko 's BLOSUM 62 (Heniko & Heniko , 1992) , (d) the matrix of Gonnet et al. (Gonnet et al., 1992 ) (multiplied by 10) (e) Miyazawa-Jernigan's contact-energy matrix (Miyazawa & Jernigan, 1993 ) (multiplied by 10 and truncated). The last two matrices were chosen from the set of seven matrices presented in Luthy et al. (Luthy et al., 1991) : (f) is the \inside-other" matrix and (g) is the \outside-other" matrix, where \other" refers to an environment which is neither an helix nor a strand. Matrix (f) is the only one which exhibits a behavior similar to our matrix (a). Table Legends   Table 1 : The parameters and entropy of the di erent matrices. Five di erent trials with di erent sets of parameters were conducted. d max ; S min ; L best are parameters of the geometric hashing algorithm: d max (in A) controls the diameter of the substructural motif; it is the largest distance between the origin of the reference frame to any of the C coordinates in the seed match. S min controls the sensitivity of nding a match: it requires that a match contains at least S min pairs in order to be considered a seed match in the initial stage of the algorithm. The list of protein chains which were selected as a structurally non-redundant set of representative entries from the PDB for our study is a preliminary version of the dataset published in (Fischer et al., 1995) . Note that this dataset is also non-redundant sequence-wise, i.e. no pair shares signi cant sequence similarity. The chains, sorted by their sizes, are: 1apmi  1rnss  1his1  1hit2  1hit9  4insa  1tcg1  1znf1  1mea1  2ptee   1dwca  2mhu  2mrt  4insb  1cta1  1cbh  1ppt  1tabi  2bpa3  4clga   7apib  1apo1  1mona  1pdc  1atx1  1bbt4  2ltnb  1cbn  1ech1  1monb   1bal1  4sgbi  8rxna  1epi  1aaf10 2ovo  1bbo1  1bus3  1d66a  1hddc   2mev4  5pti  1nxb  2plv4  3mt2  1c5a1  1htci  2sn3  1croa  1ctf   3il8  1gf1  1pgx  1utg  3gf11  1bbi  1hsp1  1ubq  1fiaa  4icb   1lab1  2kaia  1glua  1pyaa  1hip  1zaac  3b5c  1aca1  1bn21  1aba   1lmba  2gn5  1mli  1hiva  1plc  1ltsd  1shaa  1cmba  2wrpr  1fd2   1fus  256ba  1fkb  2cdv  2sici  1ycc  2msba  1tgi  1rsla  4bp2   2rig  1hfh  1stp  3rubs  7rsa  1bbkb  1phy  1tta1  1ms2a  1lz1   1poc  1eca  1end  2sns  1cll  2pf2  8atcb  2bbm1  1aak  1coba   2sc2b  1tnfa  2tmvp  2rn2  4dfra  1cpca  1l58  1cpl  5p21  1bac   9wgaa  1bbpa  1hgeb  2bpa2  3cd4a  2bb2  1gp1a  2stv  1ltsa  1sas   4gcr  3sdpa  1bst  1grca  2hhrb  1cola  1pcda  8faba  1thi  3gapa   1bbt2  1abk  1ppn  1ak3a  2mcg2  1gsta  3dpa  4ptp  1pyab  3pgm   1baa  1eaa  1lec  1rvea  1wsya  5tima  2dnja  2sc2a  1hsda  1mbla   1tme1  1prch  2cba  1r1ee  1aaib  1rtc  1prcl  1csee  1hsaa  1pyp   2tmaa  2tmab  2tbva  1ula  1bia  1rhd  2cyp  1tfd  1pda  1ezm   2por  2reb  8abp  5cpa  2had  8atca  2cmd  5fbpa  1ala  1trb   2ts1  1pfka  1abh  2pia  1igea  1hgea  2er7e  1prcc  1nrd  1gd1o   1apme  3bcl  2lbp  1pte  1ada  1pec  1bbka  1vsga  1phs  3cbh   2pola  1omp  8adh  1bmv2  1hsc  1ovaa  1wsyb  1xis  2bat  1phh   7aata  7icd  3pgk  2bpa1  1eps  1mcoh  1csc  4enl  5ruba  1igfm   1tpt  1pii  2yhx  3grs  2glsa  1pgd  1gly  6taa  1lap  1scc   1glag  1btc  1fcba  1minb  1gsgp  2bbqa  2dpv  1dpi  1thg  1aoza   2pmga  1gal  1hc1  1lfi  1tmd  7acn Y -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -2 -5 -5 -3 -3 0 -3 -1 -1 -2 7 0 -2 10 W 2 -3 -7 -5 -7 -4 -6 -7 -2 -5 -3 -6 -5 -2 -6 0 -8 -4 0 17
The Mutation Data Matrix PAM250, Taken from (Dayho et al., 1978) . 
